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Querying Wikidata

• Wikidata offers an interface where we can write queries: 
https://query.wikidata.org/

• This language is called SPARQL – it’s designed to query RDF the format 

of the semantic web. SPARQL might look familiar to those of you who 
have worked with SQL databases. 

• The RDF format is specifically designed to make assertions about the 
relationships between things . There are lots of applications that use it, 

Wikidata’s query portal is a particularly a place to get started learning 
to write SPARQL queries, they have great tutorials, and lots of online 
documentation about the relationships that they’ve captured. 



Query Builder



SPARQL Vocabulary

keyword

Clause/statement (starts with a keyword and may have {nested subclauses})

SELECT clauses/statements are made up of ?variables 
(we decide on the ?variable names ourselves) 

WHERE clauses use triple patterns to 
put parameters on the ?variables
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Hands-On!
Let’s try it out. Head to https://query.wikidata.org and write out this
clause long hand:

SELECT ?item ?itemLabel

WHERE { ?item wdt:P31 wd:Q144. 

SERVICE wikibase:label { bd:serviceParam wikibase:language
"[AUTO_LANGUAGE],en". } 

}

(or leave out the SERVICE clause for now)

Lets head to http://bit.ly/wikidataex and try executing (and writing) 
some more sophisticated queries.
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